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I NTRODUCTION 
A dissection of a rectangle into squares is perfect if no two of the 
squares are equal, and otherwise is imperfect. It is compound if more than 
one and less than all the squares are fitted together by that dissection to 
make a smaller ectangle. Otherwise the dissection is simple. A cross is a 
point at which four of the squares in the dissection meet. I f  such a point 
exists the dissection is crossed, otherwise it is uncrossed. The order of a 
dissection is the number of squares in the dissected rectangle. 
In [1], a theory of electrical networks associated with dissections is 
developed; and a general method is given for dissecting perfectly any 
rectangle whose sides are commensurable, though the dissections are 
necessarily compound and crossed. Perfect simple uncrossed issections 
are given in [2] for a square, and for a rectangle whose sides are in the 
ratio 15:17. 
The constructions depend essentially on fitting together congruent, but 
differently dissected, rectangles or right-angled polygons, and do not 
easily generalize to give simple dissections of rectangles of specified shape. 
The object of the present paper is to shew how networks of a special 
type can be modified so as to leave the shape of any corresponding 
polygon unaltered apart from a dilatation. As the procedure operates on 
the whole network the problem of "fitting together" does not arise. 
However high-order dissections are involved. Moreover, although the 
resulting dissections are not of necessity imperfect compound or crossed, 
accidental failure could occur; and in a particular case it must be verified 
by inspection that there is no failure. This can be troublesome because of 
the high order. 
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PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Networks 
Let M be a finite plane connected network of point~ (called vertices) 
and simple open arcs (c~/lled edges) such that no edge has an end which is 
not a vertex, no vertex is an internal point of an edge, and no two edges 
have an internal point in common. 
Those vertices and edges which together form the boundary of a face F 
of M may be enumerated in cyclic order around F with vertices and edges 
alternating as 1/1, e~, Vo., e 2,..., Vn, e~,, V x (say). The Vr may not 
necessarily all be distinct, nor may the er. 
I f  a particular vertex occurs r times in the sequence I/1, V~ ..... V, then 
there will be r topologically distinguishable ways of joining the vertex by 
a new edge to an interior point ofF, and each will correspond to just one 
of the occurrences. We say that a join in this way agrees with the position 
of the vertex in the sequence. 
Polar Networks and Polar Duality 
Let M be a finite plane connected network from whose vertices are 
chosen a set of distinct vertices A1, A2 ..... A,,, Am+l = A1, called poles, 
all belonging to a particular face F of M. F may have vertices which are 
not poles, but in any case the sequence Ax, As ..... Am is assumed to be 
specified as a subsequence of the sequence of vertices and edges around F. 
We call M a polar (or m-polar) network and F its polar face. 
Let Y be an interior point ofF. Let Y be joined to each pole by a new 
edge agreeing with its position, all new edges lying within F, and no two 
new edges meeting except at Y. Let M be the (unpolarized) network 
consisting of M augmented by Y and the new edges. M will be plane; 
therefore a topologically dual network M' can be found. 
Let y be the face of M' within which Y lies. y will have m vertices 
t ! v which may be called A~,,+I = Aa, A .... Am_~ ,..., As, where A'm+2_, lies 
within the face YA,AT+~ of M. Let M'  be the network obtained from M' 
by deleting all the edges of y, and defining Ax', A2', .... A , /as  poles. 
Clearly M'  is an m-polar network, and the relation between M and M'  
is symmetrical. M and M' are called polar duals. 
In the general case there will be associated with each edge a of M a 
positive finite non-zero conductance aa (say). The definition is completed 
by assigning to the corresponding edge a' of M'  the conductance 
%, = l/~a. 
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Parameters of a Polar Network 
The following parameters associated with a polar network J l  are 
defined in 2.1, 2.2, and 3.2 of [1]: 
The complexity C. 
The (polar) impedances V,.~ -- V(A,.A~), for r ~ s. 
w, the product of the conductances of all the edges of M. 
It may be remarked that the addition to M of a loop (i.e., an edge both of 
whose ends coincide with the same existing vertex of M) multiplies w by 
the conductance of the loop, and leaves all the other parameters un- 
changed. 
Polar Resistances and Con formality 
We define a further set of parameters in terms of the complexity and 
polar impedances as follows: 
The polar resistance of M with respect to two poles At,  As is 
Prs pr~(M) = l/rs/C. 
Two m-polar networks are conJormal if their corresponding polar 
resistances are equal under a one-one correspondence b tween their poles 
which preserves the sequence around the polar face. 
Internal Subnetworks of a Polar Network 
I f  all the vertices and edges of a network are also respectively vertices 
and edges of another network we call the first network a subnetwork of 
the second. 
Let M, L, be polar networks uch that: 
(i) Considered as networks, M is a subnetwork of L. 
(ii) I f  a vertex Y of M is an end of an edge of L which does not belong 
to M, then Y is a pole of M. 
(iii) If a pole of L is a vertex of M it is a pole of M. 
Then M'is an internal subnetwork of L. 
GENERAL RESULTS 
Theorem I 
m 
I f  M and M are conformal polar networks, and M is an internal subnetwork 
of a polar network L, then the network ft, obtained from L by substituting 
for M is con formal to L. 
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For: Call a system of currents and potentials for which Kirchhoff's laws 
are satisfied everywhere in a polar network N except at a number k of its 
poles, a polar (or k-polar) flow. Then the set of bipolar flows for all 
possible choices of pairs of distinct poles of N forms a basis for all possible 
polar flows. 
Hence, because of the equality, in the conformal networks M and .~, 
of corresponding polar resistances, any polar flow in M consistent with a 
particular system of polar currents and potentials will define a polar flow 
in M consistent with the same system of currents and potentials at the 
corresponding poles of M. 
If the polar flow in M is determined by a polar flow in the containing 
network L, then the replacement of M by M with the corresponding polar 
flow as defined above, while all the other currents and potentials in L are 
maintained unchanged, will produce in/Z a polar flow consistent with the 
original polar currents and potentials of L. Thus L and L are conformal. 
(This theorem and its proof are given essentially in [2].) 
Reduction 
Let M with poles Aa, A2 ..... A .... A,,,~I = A1, and its polar dual M' 
t with poles AI', A2' ,  .... A,, , ' ,  AI,~+ ~ = A1, be defined as before. 
Let A[ be an arbitrary pole of M', let r = m + 2 -- s, and let M be 
the (m -- 1)-polar network obtained from M by coalescing Ar and A,.~I in 
such a way that the polar face is divided into two faces. We call this 
operation reducing M with respect o A ~, A,. ~ .  
if  A~, At, are two distinct poles of M (and therefore of M also) the 
polar resistance tSq~ of M with respect o A~, A~, satisfies 
t~; = P~; -- (p~r+, ~ mr -- mr+l -- Pq,-)2/(4P,,+l) 
by 2.25, 2.32, and 2.34 of [1]. t~q~ is finite positive non-zero because ~-4 
like M is connected, and Aq, A t are distinct. If then a bipolar network N 
is derived from M by repeated reduction, the polar resistance of N will 
be a finite positive non-zero rational function of the polar resistances 
of M. 
The polar dual of M is the (m -- 1)-polar network obtained from M'  
by excluding A{ from the set of poles. Hence if Ax', A~' are arbitrary 
poles of M', we can choose the sequence of reductions by which N is 
obtained from M in such a way that the polar dual N'  of N is obtained 
from M'  by excluding from the set of poles all except Ax' and A~'. 
Now the polar resistance of a bipolar network is the reciprocal of the 
582/8/Z-7 
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polar resistance of its polar dual) Thus the polar resistance of M' with 
respect o A,', A,' is uniquely fixed by the polar resistances of M. 
But A,', A,'  were chosen arbitrarily. So all the polar resistances of M' 
are uniquely fixed by the polar resistances of M. There follows: 
Theo,'em l l  
[ /  M. N are con]brmal polar networks, then so are their polar duals. 
TRIPOLAR NLIWORKS 
Characteristics 
Let N be a tripolar network with poles At ,  A.,, A a. It has just three 
polar resistances P~a, Pal, Pr-', where pe:~ is the polar resistance with 
respect to A.,, Aa, and so on. It is conformal to a "triangle" of three 
edges of conductance ~, %.  %.  joining the poles, where the edge A=,Aa 
has conductance e~ satisfying 
(~, 2(Pa~ : Pv., P,.a)./(2palP:- 2pr_,p=,:~ ~ 2p,,aPal -P'~a Pa, -P~e), 
and so oil. For the denominator of the expression for ~1 is 4pea times the 
polar resistance of a reduced netx~ork of N. and so is finite and positive. 
Also the numerator is essentially positive (as may be seen from equation 
(2)(i) of [2]). Thus (71 exists and is uniquely determined by P~a, Pal, Pv_,. 
Similarly this is true for % and c~ a. 
We call the vector (o-~. %.  %) the characteristic of N. It may happen 
that % : % ~:~ (7 (say). In such a case we say that N is scalar, and 
call ~y its (scalar) characteristic. 
A rotationally symmetric net~ork is necessarily scalar. 
Triads 
Suppose that tile tripolar netx~ork A consists of just four vertices and 
three edges, the vertices being the poles A1. Ae, Aa, and a fourth vertex X, 
and the edges being a l ,  ae, aa. where a, joins X to A,. and has conduc- 
tance :x,. Then, we call N a triad. 
The characteristic of this triad is (~ .  ~:,.. ~a). where 
(71 : a, ,%/~ a , ,  etc.. 1 , etc.  and ~ =--- (72(73 2 (77 
This may be seen by adding a new edge of arbitrary conductance joining the poles, 
and then applying 2.35 and 3.24 of [1]. 
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If the triad is symmetric so that al -- a2 -- a3 = c~ (say), then its 
characteristic a satisfies the equation 3a = ,. But the triad is the polar 
dual of a scalar network of characteristic 1/~. We therefore have: 
The product of the characteristics of a scalar tripolar network and its 
polar dual is always 89 
In particular the characteristic of a triad of unit conductances i  89 
Mosaics 
A tripolar network M is a mosaic if it can be subdivided into internal 
subnetworks which are unit triangles, that is to say: 
(a) Each subnetwork consists of three edges (of unit conductance), 
three poles, and no other elements, each pair of its poles being joined by 
one of the edges. 
(b) M is the union of all the internal subnetworks. 
(c) No two different subnetworks have an edge in common. 
(d) If two different subnetworks have a common vertex it is (of course) 
a pole of each. 
The subnetworks are called the facets of M. 
It is clear that if M' is the polar dual of M, then M' can be subdivided 
into internal subnetworks which are triads satisfying conditions (b), (c), 
and (d) above. If  in M'  we replace each triad by a triangle of unit con- 
ductances, the resulting polar network, which may be called M*, is itself 
a mosaic. 
The Product of a Scalar Tripolar Network with a Mosaic 
Let M be a mosaic of characteristic P (Pl ,P2, P3), and let S be a 
symmetrical tripolar network of characteristic or. The product of S and M 
is defined as the tripolar network Q (say) obtained from M by replacing 
each facet by a network congruent to S. We write Q = SM. The character- 
istic of Q will be 
aP = (ap l  , ap,2, ap3). 
l fS  is itself a mosaic, then Q will also be a mosaic. In this case repeated 
multiplication will be possible. The characteristic of the product will be 
independent of the order of the factors other than P. 
If  S is scalar but not symmetrical, the product SP will not be unique, 
but there will be a family of conformal polar networks corresponding to 
the various possible combinations of orientations of S. Otherwise what 
we have said still applies. 
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Possible Application.~ 
If ),I is a scalar mosaic, then MM" ~ill be a mosaic of scalar character- 
istic 1 and will be conformal to a unit triangle. Similarly the product of a 
scalar mosaic and its polar dual will have characteristic l and will be 
conformal to a triad of unit conductances. 
If in an imperfect dissection an edge involsed in the imperfection belongs 
to a triangle or a triad, it may be possible to eliminate the imperfection by 
taking ,.IIM* or MM'  as an internal suM;etx~ork instead of the triangle or 
triad. By suitable choice of factors it may be possible to construct a 
tripolar network of prescribed characteristic. By varying the order of 
factors in a product of mosaics, conformal networks can be obtained. 
However the mosaic requirement is restrictive, and to avoid imper- 
fections high-order networks seem necessary: indeed no instance of a 
perfect scalar mosaic of unit characteristic has been found of lower order 
than the one we now give. 
MOSAIC CONFORMAL TO A UNIT TRIANGLE 
The construction proceeds in stages: 
Nelwork P 
This is a network of unit conductances. It has four poles A, B, C. and D, 
and is constructed of seven unit triangles. It is sho~vn in Figure 1, the currents 
flowing being indicated by the letters a. h .... and being considered to be 
positive when in a clockwise direction around the facet to which they 
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FIGURE 1. Netx~,ork P. 
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belong. Each current is expressible as a linear function of the polar 
potentials. The coefficients are shown in Table I, in which a common 
denominator of 5124 has been eliminated to make the coefficients appear 
as integers. 
TABLE I 
COEFFICIENTS OF I/K'S IN EXPRESSIONS FOR CURRENTS IN NETWORK P 
WHEN POLAR POTENTIALS OF A, B, C, D 
ARE 5124Va, 5124VB, 5124Vc, 5124VD, RESPECTIVELY 
Edge 
a 
b 
s 
d 
f 
g 
h 
J 
k 
DI 
II 
p 
q 
r 
s 
t 
IA 
U 
W 
X 
y 
Coefficient of 
VA VB Vc Vo 
--629 2295 1235 --431 
--11 1425 --1325 89 
640 1404 --2564 520 
--929 --765 2689 --995 
--282 198 1434 -- 1350 
1211 567 1001 --2779 
--2050 --414 --514 2978 
--3074 414 514 2146 
3259 --1089 -- 1055 --1115 
991 --1677 121 565 
874 --2358 934 550 
--245 63 301 --119 
373 --807 211 223 
--128 744 --512 --104 
--185 675 541 --1031 
--863 933 391 --461 
--362 --618 1114 --134 
839 --153 --487 199 
--654 522 --54 1230 
936 324 --1380 120 
289 --639 --125 475 
Network Q 
This is a mosaic constructed by joining three networks P1, P~, P3, 
congruent o P, in an annulus. We use the appropriate suffix to show 
which network an element belongs to. Then the joins are made by 
coalescing A1, A~, As with D2, D3, D~, respectively, and B~, B 2, B3 
with C2, C3, C~, respectively. The latter three vertices are then taken as 
poles. 
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FIGURE 2. Network Q. 
TABLE II 
CURRENTS FLOWING IN THE EDGES OF NETWORK O 
aa --309 a2 1916 a3 --1607 
bl -31  b2 1394 b3 --1363 
c1 340 c2 1807 ca --2147 
d~ --569 d~ --1418 d3 1987 
f~ --502 L -290  fa 792 
gl --539 g2 294 g3 245 
hx 370 h~ -429 ha 59 
Jt --174 J2 -250  J3 424 
k~ 549 ks -64  k3 -485 
ml 451 m2 --1114 ma 663 
n~ 414 n~ --1846 na 1432 
Pa --105 P2 --70 P3 175 
qa 173 q2 - 592 q3 419 
r~ -- 68 r2 662 r3 -- 594 
s~ --375 sz 314 s3 61 
tx -- 383 t2 452 t3 -- 69 
ul --142 us -802  u3 944 
vl 169 v2 135 vz - -304  
wl 206 w2 --449 wz 243 
Xl 296 xz  739 x3 --1035 
Yx 229 y~ --389 Ya 160 
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As the network Q is symmetrical it is scalar. Its characteristic is 564/731. 
For any polar flow we shall have 
~a~=~b~= . . . .  0 
r 
because of the symmetry. 
The network is shown in Figure 2. Table II shows the currents flowing 
when pole B 2 = C3 has potential 5117 and the other two poles have zero 
potential. 
Network R 
This is the network Q*. It is symmetrical nd scalar, with characteristic 
731/564. 
In Figure 3 the facets are identified as A~, B ...... G~, with r = 1, 2, or 3; 
and for convenience in multiplication a particular vertex of each facet is 
chosen as the apex, and marked by an arrow. 
Table III shows the currents flowing around the facets when the pole 
belonging to D2, E2, and F2 has potential 3948, and the other two poles 
~qdl~ 
0 772 0 
FIGURE 3. Network R. 
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TABLE 111 
CURRENTS FLOWING AROUND THE FACETS OF NETWORK R 
A~ 289 544 255 
A~ --130 179 309 
A3 419 - 365 --54 
BI --434 255 179 
B 2 --56 --309 365 
Ba 490 54 --544 
C~ 289 --366 77 
C2 130 822 --952 
Ca --419 --456 875 
D~ 772 77 695 
D2 --2453 952 1501 
D 3 1681 875 806 
Ea 695 35 730 
Eu 1501 245 1256 
E a 806 --280 --526 
F 1 -- 1495 730 765 
F2 2267 --1256 1011 
F 3 --772 526 246 
G1 800 -- 765 --35 
G2 --766 1011 --245 
Ga 34 246 280 
have zero potential.  For  any facet the currents are taken in a clockwise 
order starting at the apex, and a current is positive if its direction agrees 
with this order. 
Network QR 
This network, being the product  of  Q and R, has unit characteristic, and 
is conformal  to a unit triangle. 
To specify the currents in the network we first tabulated those 
corresponding to a polar  potential  for one pole of  20201916, and zero for 
the other two poles, so that all the currents were integral. The element a l ,  
in facet A1, is 
--(544)(1916) § ( - -255)( - -  1607) = --632519; 
al in A2 is 
- - (544)( - -  1607) -t- ( - -255)( - -309)  = 953003; 
and so on. The table, being rather lengthy, is omitted, as is the d iagram for 
network QR. 
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The currents in the general case with arbitrary polar potentials may be 
found by adding together the products of the polar potentials with the 
appropriately permuted currents from the table, and dividing by 20201916. 
Imperfection i  a Tripolar Network 
The currents in a tripolar network are linear functions of the polar 
potentials. I f  two of these functions happen to be identical the network 
will always be imperfect no matter what the polar potentials may be. This 
is very commonly the case for symmetrical networks of low order. Network 
QR of our example avoids this sort of imperfection. 
There is still, however, the possibility that an unfortunate choice of 
polar potentials will create an imperfection. The condition will be that the 
ratio of two polar potential differences should take one of a finite number 
of values. The particular case tabulated for QR avoids this sort of imper- 
fection also. 
The 2:1 Rectangle 
The effect of coalescing two poles of a unit triangle is to produce a 
network conformal to two unit conductances in parallel. This then 
corresponds to a rectangle of sides 2:1. 
Thus the table we made for network QR does in fact represent a perfect 
dissection of such a rectangle. The reduced sides are 40403832 and 
20201916. There are 1323 component squares, of which the smallest has 
side 191, and the largest 4942911. 
It is possible by rather laborious checking to show that the dissection is 
uncrossed. Therefore, as the network is triply connected, the dissection is 
also simple. The product of the mirror image of Q with R contains an 
imperfection i  the "rectangular" case, and has not been further tested. 
The very high order of the rectangle QR is a feature of the method of 
construction used, but one would expect that much lower order dis- 
sections exist. It would be interesting to know what improvement is
possible. 
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